ACMT Tweetchat Tutorial

Tweetchats will last for 1 hour on Twitter, and be moderated through the @acmtmedtox Twitter account.

Please use the hashtag #firesidetox for all Tweets pertinent to the Tweetchat so that we can aggregate and compile them into a readable format for people who weren’t able to make it.

Tips for Tweeting:
If you tweet using a twitter handle to start, the only people who can see that tweet are people who follow both YOU AND THE TWITTER HANDLE MENTIONED….

… instead, if you want to mention someone, put a period before their handle to make your tweet readable to everyone

To reply to a tweet, click reply, or just type in the “reply” section
Remember to add the hashtag #firesidetox on tweets you compose during the tweetchat... that way, others can see your comments and responses to questions. If you don’t have the hashtag in your tweet, we won’t be able to see your tweet when we search the hashtag.

We will have 3 major topics for the tweet chat labeled T1, T2 and T3. These will be tweeted from the @ACMT account. If you’re responding to one of the topics, you can either respond directly to the tweet (remember you have to place the “.” (eg. .@acmt XXXX) As your first character there), or you can compose your own tweet with T1/T2/T3

To join in the conversation and see the Tweetchat feed in real time, you can do a search for #firesidetox and get the feed there. Remember, keep refreshing this page to see new Tweets.
Finally, have fun, Tweet with us. And remember, anything you say in the Tweetchat is public—no protected health information unless there has been documented consent.